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Abstract
Background Laser resurfacing procedures are continuing
to grow in popularity as patients select less invasive procedures for rejuvenation of photo-damaged and aging skin.
However, although physicians have begun exploring
options to aid in postlaser healing, currently available
treatments have little clinical evidence to support their use
for wounded skin.
Methods When grown under conditions of very low
oxygen and suspension, a simulation of the embryonic
environment, neonatal cells have been found to produce
proteins and growth factors in types and quantities similar
to those of fetal cells. The human cell-conditioned media
(hCCM) produced by the cells was extracted and formulated into a gel to evaluate its efficacy in the healing of
postlaser wounds.
Results A split-face clinical evaluation of the material
was performed, with 42 subjects undergoing combination
ablative and nonablative laser procedures. Three concentrations of the hCCM were tested (9 0.1, 9 1.0, 9 10.0),
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and a dose–response trend was seen in the blinded physician evaluation, particularly in the assessment of crusting.
In addition, transepidermal water loss readings showed a
significant difference (p B 0.05), indicating a more rapid
return to normal skin barrier function with the active
treatment. Histopathologic evaluation of subject biopsies
showed reduced inflammation and a more normal epidermal appearance in the active treatment sites.
Conclusions The results of this clinical evaluation support the use of the soluble hCCM produced under embryonic-like conditions to accelerate wound healing after laser
resurfacing procedures. The utility of the 9 10 concentration appears to promote more rapid, scarless wound
healing after resurfacing procedures and more normal skin
recovery.
Keywords Human cell conditioned media  Laser
resurfacing  Wound healing  Aging  Rejuvenation 
Regenerative medicine

Laser procedures for resurfacing of facial skin have continued to grow in popularity in the United States and
throughout the world. In 2008, the total number of cosmetic laser procedures performed in the United States rose
to 570,880, a 12% increase from the previous year. Over
the past few years, a trend has been seen in the cosmetic
surgery industry, with patients increasingly opting for less
invasive procedures to rejuvenate photo-damaged skin and
to achieve anti-aging effects. According to the American
Academy of Cosmetic Surgery Census, laser resurfacing
has seen the largest increase among less invasive procedures—370% since 2005 [1].
Since the introduction of laser resurfacing for the
treatment of photo-damaged skin in the 1980 s, new
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techniques have been developed both to improve cosmesis
and to minimize side effects such as patient discomfort and
long recovery times. However, patients still can expect the
uncomfortable healing process after laser resurfacing to
last from 10 days to 4 weeks, with patients reluctant to
appear in public during that time.
Although physicians have begun exploring options to
aid in the treatment of postlaser wounding, currently
available products have little clinical evidence to support
their use on wounded skin, and petrolatum continues to be
the standard of care.
It is well established that surgeries performed in the
womb do not produce scarring during the earlier stages of
fetal development. The unique healing characteristics of
fetal tissue produce a regenerative effect [2]. A proprietary
tissue-engineering technology has been developed to
mimic the conditions of the embryonic environment, triggering neonatal cells to produce a soluble human extracellular matrix material, which is embryonic-like in nature.
Neonatal cells grown under conditions of low oxygen
and bead suspension, a simulation of the embryonic environment, have been found to produce proteins and growth
factors in types and quantities similar to those of fetal cells.
The human cell-conditioned media (hCCM) contains a
variety of growth factors and cytokines such as vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF), keratinocyte growth
factor (KGF), and interleukin-8 (IL-8) that have been
previously reported to play key roles in the wound-healing
process [3–6].
A pilot ‘‘proof-of-concept’’ clinical evaluation was
performed to determine whether a topical gel containing
this embryonic-like hCCM material can support facial
wound healing after laser resurfacing procedures. In this
randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study, 49
subjects received either the hCCM-containing gel (ReGenica Facial Rejuvenation Complex, Histogen Aesthetics,
San Diego, CA) or a placebo control for use after combination ablative and nonablative laser procedures.
The results of this pilot clinical evaluation showed
accelerated wound healing in subjects using the active gel.
On day 7, the subjects who used the active gel showed
greater improvement in erythema and reepithelization of
the perioral and periocular regions than those who used the
placebo control, as determined by blinded, clinical evaluation of photographs and bioinstrumental mexameter
measurements. A statistically significant reduction in rescue petrolatum use was reported in the active lotion-treated
subjects compared with the placebo subjects. No safety
concerns were reported with either the active or the placebo
treatment [7].
With proof-of-concept results supporting the use of the
hCCM-containing gel for wound-healing applications,
the reported study was undertaken to begin evaluating the
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hypothesis that similar results of accelerated wound healing would be seen in a split-face model. This experimental
design was implemented to reduce the variables of healing
and age differences between subjects. It also was hypothesized that the postlaser healing factors would follow a
dose–response effect based on the concentration of hCCM
in the gel to improve cutaneous healing in the critical
14 days after laser resurfacing procedures.

Materials and Methods
Active Material Production and Characterization
Scalable 1-l bioreactors were used to grow neonatal cells
on dextran microcarrier beads in suspension under hypoxic
conditions using standard tissue culture procedures and
media. Through this proprietary technology process, two
unique embryonic-like products were produced: a soluble
hCCM and an insoluble human extracellular matrix that
contains various growth factors known to be critical in
wound healing. These culture conditions were optimized
without the need for fetal bovine serum in the final product,
and the oxygen concentration (1–5%) of the cultures was
monitored and controlled during the entire period. The
cultures were harvested after 8 weeks, and the soluble
hCCM was concentrated using a 10-kDa molecular weight
cutoff filter and tested for endotoxin, sterility, VEGF, and
KGF concentration levels.
Clinical Evaluation
After obtaining human subject approval and informed
consent from the volunteers, 42 subjects were enrolled in
the study at two separate sites. For the clinical evaluation
of the hCCM-containing gel, male and female subjects ages
40 to 70 years were enrolled. The subjects included in the
study had Fitzpatrick scores of 2 to 4 and at least moderate
scores on the Manifestation of Photodamage Scale [8].
The study subjects were treated with an ablative 2,940nm laser (Palomar Medical Technologies, Burlington, MA,
USA) in periocular and perioral areas and with a nonablative 1,540-nm laser (Palomar Medical Technologies) on
the remainder of the face. The number of pulses with each
of the lasers was identical across the subjects to ensure
equal energy exposure. Photographs were taken at baseline
and on days 3, 5, 7, and 14 after treatment using a Canfield
system and a Nikon d80 camera (Canfield, Fairfield, NJ,
USA).
The subjects were divided into three subgroups, each of
which was treated on the randomly selected half of the face
with a 9 0.1, 9 1.0, or 9 10.0 concentration of hCCM in
a gel formulation applied directly to the skin immediately
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after the laser procedure without any additional cleaning of
the skin. The control treatment, consisting of the gel formulation not containing soluble hCCM, was applied to the
opposite side of each subject’s face in a similar fashion.
The subjects returned each day for controlled application of
the test articles, with at least three additional applications
performed by the subject each day for the 14-day length of
the study.
Clinical Grading
The clinician used a 4-point scale of 0 (none) to 4 (severe)
to grade the amount of erythema, edema, dryness, and
peeling at baseline and on days 3, 7, and 14. Two dermatologists were provided with blind-coded photographs and
asked independently to score erythema, edema, and crusting on the same 4-point scale for the same time points.
Vapometer
In addition to clinical and independent dermatologist
grading, transepidermal water loss, another indication of
the healing process, was measured using a Vapometer
device (Delphin Technology, Ltd, Hyvinkaa, Finland). This
water loss measurement was used as an indicator of reepithelialization based on the principle that evaporation
decreases with healing of the natural skin barrier.

Results
The hypoxia culture condition promotes expression of
genes and proteins associated with increased wound
healing.
The soluble hCCM produced by culturing primary
neonatal dermal cells under proprietary conditions of low
oxygen and bead suspension was compared with the
products of these cells cultured in a monolayer under
normoxic conditions of atmospheric oxygen (approximately 21%). The cell cultures grown in suspension under
hypoxic conditions demonstrated increased secreted VEGF
protein levels and undetectable protein levels of transforming growth factor b (TGFb) as measured by enzymelinked immunoassay (ELISA). Produced by the normoxic
cell cultures, TGFb has been implicated as a factor contributing to fibrosis and skin scarring after wounding.
In addition, the gene expression levels of the hypoxic
cells producing the hCCM were compared with the
normoxic cell cultures using DNA microarray technology.
Samples of total RNA from both cell lines were compared
using Agilent (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA,
USA) whole human genome microarrays for global gene
expression.

The results indicate that the hypoxic culture conditions
result in a 15-fold increase in mRNA expression for
hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF1A) and a 5-fold decrease in
its respective inhibitor. This suggests that this hCCM
material experiences a low-oxygen-tension environment
(hypoxia) because the HIF1A messenger RNA is upregulated and its inhibitor is downregulated. Furthermore, the
VEGF (4.33-fold increase), KGF (11.51-fold increase), and
IL-8 (5.81-fold increase) levels also were upregulated
under these culture conditions. Both VEGF and KGF are
reported to be upregulated in hypoxic environments and to
facilitate events in the wound-healing process [3–6].
Rate of Wound Healing
In the second clinical evaluation of the hCCM-containing gel
as a postlaser treatment, the 42 subjects were divided into
groups of 14 to evaluate three different concentrations
(9 0.1, 9 1.0, and 9 10.0) of the active product. The subjects received the active product for use on half of the face and
the vehicle control for use on the remaining half, with each half
allocated blindly and randomly. The patients returned daily for
controlled use application by the clinical staff. (Fig. 1).
Clinical evaluation of the blinded subject photos by
independent dermatologists showed a dose–response trend,
with the 9 10 concentration of the hCCM-containing gel
having the most apparent effect on subject healing. Differences between the concentrations can be seen in the
physician assessment of crusting (Fig. 2), with the most
incremental difference on day 7.
Transepidermal Water Loss
Overall, the hCCM-containing gel in varying concentrations outperformed the control gel. The transepidermal
water loss readings using the Vapometer unit, which
measures the evaporation rate, ambient relative humidity,
and temperature, showed a statistically significant difference (p B 0.05) between the control and active gels on
days 3 and 7. This indicates a more rapid reepithelialization
and return to the normal skin barrier function with the
active treatment than with the control treatment.
As can be seen in Fig. 3, treatment sites receiving the
hCCM-containing gel returned to baseline levels (prelaser
treatment) on day 7, with the control-site measurements
remaining substantially higher. This indicates that healing
of the active treatment side was nearly complete, whereas
the control site skin barrier remained disrupted.
Photographic Documentation of Wound Healing
Clinical grading of the subject photographs by the blinded
independent dermatologists for edema and erythema
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Fig. 1 Effects of hypoxia on protein secretion

Fig. 2 Blinded physician evaluation of crusting using a 4-point scale
(graph depicts mean scores in each treatment group) (n = 41)

showed less redness and swelling on the active gel side of
the face. A visible difference could be seen in edema and
erythema across the subjects, with those receiving the
highest concentration of active gel (9 10.0) showing the
most apparent visible difference (Fig. 4).
Biopsies
Three subjects, one from each treatment group, were
identified in a randomized fashion to receive two 3-mm
punch biopsies, one each from the left and right periauricular regions at baseline and 14 days after the
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Fig. 3 Vapometer measurement of transepidermal water loss in the
treatment group versus the control group (graph depicts mean scores).
The treatment group shows a return to baseline levels, with a mean of
16.75 on day 7 compared with the mean of 16.2 at baseline (n = 41)

procedure. Histopathologic evaluation was performed on
paraffin-embedded, hematoxylin and eosin-stained biopsy
sections to identify indicators associated with the healing
process, particularly those associated with inflammation.
Sites treated with the hCCM-containing gel (Fig. 5)
displayed a reduced level of leukocyte infiltration, indicating less inflammation than at the control-treated sites.
The sites treated with the hCCM-containing gel also
showed a cell density and extracellular matrix consistency and exhibited a defined stratum germinativum
layer and organized upper layers of the epidermis that
were more normal in appearance than the control-treated
sites.
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Fig. 4 Observable reduction in erythema on days 3, 7, and 14 on left side of face treated with the 9 10.0 concentration of active gel compared
with the vehicle control

Discussion
An initial whole-face postlaser study was performed using
the hypoxic human cell-conditioned medium in a gel suspension and showed more rapid healing times than shown
by age-matched patients, with active subjects experiencing
reduced erythema and reepithelialization in half the time
required by the control subjects. This was followed by a
split-face design (inpatient control) study performed at two
centers with a total of 42 subjects. It was a controlled-use
study in which all the subjects returned to the clinic sites
daily for reapplication of the test article and vehicle
control.
Furthermore, three different concentrations (9 10.0, 9
1.0, and 9 0.1) of the hCCM gel were tested. Analysis of
the data showed a dose response, with the 9 1.0 concentration showing better overall improvement than the 9 0.1
concentration, and with the 9 10.0 concentration exhibiting the best efficacy. This mirrored the results of the initial
full-face clinical study, as previously reported [7]. Reduced
erythema, more rapid recovery of the skin barrier, and
overall results were improved. The subjects experienced no
adverse events.
A review of the gene expression array data and the
secreted factors present within the hypoxic cultures showed
that they are consistent with the scarless wound-healing

factors found in the embryonic environment. Upregulation
of factors associated with healing, such as VEGF, and
concurrent downregulation of factors associated with
scarring, specifically TGFb, lend to the improved healing
effect [2, 9]. Whereas no scars were reported in the controltreated sites, blinded independent physician analysis of the
photographs graded the pictures of the hCCM-treated side
consistently better on day 14, with localized areas of erythema noted on the control-treated side.
Embryonic-like extracellular matrix proteins augment
normal adult wound healing and appear to be more representative of wound healing as it first occurs in utero, particularly more rapid scarless wound healing. This could have
immense clinical utility. The physician grading, photographic assessment, and biopsy findings are consistent with
a cosmetic outcome associated with an improved healing
response. Histopathologic evaluation indicated that sites
treated with the hCCM test article display a reduced level of
leukocyte infiltration indicative of less inflammation than
the control-treated sites. These sites also show a more normal cell density and extracellular matrix consistency. In
addition, they exhibit a defined stratum germinativum layer
and organized upper layers of the epidermis that are more
normal in appearance than the control-treated sites.
Further studies to evaluate the hCCM formulation,
including higher hCCM concentrations, for postlaser
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Fig. 5 Less inflammatory response seen in sites treated with human cell-conditioned media (hCCM) at the 14-day time point

healing would be beneficial to support the findings
described in this report. In addition, evaluation of the
hCCM and its hypoxic secreted factors are underway to
examine its effectiveness in improving the texture, coloration, and wrinkling of normal skin. Due to its composition
of growth factors important for promoting wound healing
and growth, we believe that the hCCM also may have
benefits for treating other types of wounds and dermatologic conditions. Work currently is underway to examine
the utility of the conditioned medium in these applications.

Conclusions
In the preliminary clinical trial described in this report, 42
healthy volunteers were enrolled in a clinical evaluation to
test the efficacy of a formulation containing a human cellconditioned medium in accelerated wound healing after
laser resurfacing of the face. The results of this randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, split-face study
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support the use of this formulation to accelerate wound
healing after facial laser resurfacing. In addition, there was
an apparent dose response, with the highest concentration
(9 10.0) having the most efficacy.
Use of a controlled-production hCCM that contains
products produced under simulated embryonic conditions
appears to accelerate wound healing, as seen by the
transepidermal water loss data. In addition, the conditioned
media appears to promote healing with less inflammation
and more normal skin recovery, as noted in the biopsy
evaluation. The secreted cytokines, including factors such
as KGF and VEGF, aid healing of the skin after the procedure where the outer layer has been compromised by the
procedure.
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